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VISCOUNT 12  
The Viscount 12 transistor radio shown above is a fine example of a mid 1960s house branded Trans-Aire 
radio.  At top right is a front view of the case, and as with many Trans-Aire radios of this vintage, the case is 
made of inexpensive black plastic, with few frills.  A very interesting aspect of this particular radio is the use 
of a many different transistor “fallout” types, ranging from 1950s germanium devices manufactured by GE 
to 1960s silicon devices manufactured by Fairchild.  Also of interest is the unusual variety of different 
methods of transistor identification used by Trans-Aire for the devices in this radio.   For example, in the 
close-up circuit view of the radio shown at above left, note the three transistors identified by circular paper 
labels on top of each device – two are marked “2N468” and one is marked “TA 410”.  The 2N468 units, also 
marked “OP” (for OutPut) are used in the audio output circuit – the 2N468 number is a rarely documented 
“2N” industry type, which occasionally appears in TA radios.  The TA 410 matches the industry standard 
2N410, and is used by TA in CONV or IF circuits (see for example the Vietnam radio highlighted by Joe in his 
Oral History.)  Other transistor identification methods employed in this radio include (1) paint dots, as 
shown with the white paint dot GE black top hat transistor next to the TA 410 and the red paint dot silver 
Fairchild 2N718 style device at center right and (2) paper labels wrapped around the transistor with 
additional identification text on the labels, such as “2N148” on the two small silver audio transistors 
mounted between the two 2N468 transistors – the 2N148 is an unusual id for these transistors, since the 
original 2N148 was a germanium type (not silicon) developed in the 1950s by TI for IF use.  This radio was 
originally sold in a colorful cardboard box, with the text “Viscount – the quality leader in transistor radios”. 
A warranty card, earphones and a plastic carrying case were also supplied.  It is likely that this Hong Kong 
Trans-Aire radio was quite inexpensive, performed adequately and sold well to teenagers in the mid 1960s, 
ready to listen to the latest new tune from the Beatles.  
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